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Nite Ize Fan mail is not only fun to read, it also tells us exactly what our customers 
need. Like the S-Biner #8, for example: a double-gated S-Biner, sized perfectly for 
organizing and connecting medium to larger everyday items. Every day.

We get hundreds of messages from customers who love our S-Biners, and we love 
reading them. One piece of feedback we've heard is this: "Please make an S-Biner sized 
perfectly to fit over things like stroller handles, larger lawn tools, and closet rods." So we 
did! The S-Biner #8, which is bigger than the #6, and smaller than the #10, has dozens 
and dozens of uses. With dual spring gates and double functionality, the S-Biner #8 is a 
two-in-one tool that has as many uses as you have medium sized things you'd like to 
organize, keep track of, or carry with you in an easy, hands-free way. Made of strong, 
lightweight, durable plastic, it's strong enough to connect necessities to stroller handles 
(diaper bags, laundry bags, grocery bags, backpacks, boat railings, ladder rungs - 
anything you might want to take along when you're out and about). It also happens to fit 
over the handles of larger lawn tools (like rakes and shovels), as well as over closet rods, 
making hanging and organizing in sheds and garages a snap.

Double-Gated Carabiner: #8

Lightweight - molded with highly durable glass filled nylon

Secure stainless steel wire gate closure

Available in Lime, Slate and Black

Plus three tactical colors: Black, Coyote, and Foliage (all have black non-reflective gates)

Gate Opening 1.5" (38 mm)

Dimensions: 8" x 3.7" x .6"

Weight: .271lb. (.12kg)

Weight Rating: 75 lb. (34 kg)

Warning: Not for use where disengagement 
could result in bodily injury or property 
damage. Not for climbing.

Retail Packaging
Dimensions:
9.6”H x 3.7“W x .7”D
244mm H x 94mm L x 19.1mm D


